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About This Game

Nine Andelioar, a smith.
One day, she was entrusted the entire workshop business from her father…

Instruct inexperienced apprentices in hope of forging the supreme sword 「Soul Smith」by their hands.
Soul Smith of the Kingdom--a collectible business SLG based on Andelioar Workshop.

Make the supreme weapon!
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Aiming at the supreme weapon 「Soul Smith」, anneal smiths towards variations of masterpieces from the most primary brozen
dagger~!

Venture into dungeons!

Not only business, communication with adventurers but also counts.
They will fetch back resources for weapons from nearby dungeons.

Provide adventurers with better weapons from smiths and upgrade their abilities to venture into deeper dungeons and obtain
rarer items~!

Train top smiths!

By upgrading smiths’ abilities as well as the workshop itself, generationally bring about top smiths via inheritance system~!

Toward a lovely brisk tale of smiths--Soul Smith of the Kingdom,a business SLG featuring endless smithing and adventures!
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Title: Soul Smith of the Kingdom
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Inu to Neko
Publisher:
Starship Studio
Franchise:
晴れたり曇ったり
Release Date: 3 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above

Processor: 1.2 GHz Pentium 4

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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A pretty pure idle game.
Simple but interesting.
Very hard to stop.. For short it's a pretty neat idle management game with hilariously broken english.

The mechanics are rather easy to understand regardless of the broken grammar and sentences that make no sense at all. Besides
that it has a lot to offer keeping in mind that the gameplay revolts around idling resources and money, then upgrade everything
and repeat. The artwork is cute, the soundtrack and the voice acting is really well made.
The only con for me is the translation, most of the time it makes sense or is just a laugh worthy mess, but other times it makes
little to no sense.. The game is good, in terms of gaming mechnisms, voicing and pictures.
Thing is, chances are your system protection will kill some dll files of the game and tell you it's trojan.
Of the language issues, yeah whoever wrote the English actually such at it.
Chinese is fine, to certain degrees.

If developer's reading, please have the what-so-ever dll file fixed, or its basically not going to run.
And do improve your translations.

Would still reccomend the game if you have the patience to try, and get a refund if you find the words wtf.. As always,
inutoneko's game is fine. Thank you for your steam publishing, I hope other titles also be translated. Can be intially confusing
but after learning curve enjoyable This game is.. Enjoyed the game for what it was, however the translation is really bad.
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When i looked at the game screenshots i knew what i was getting into. It looked so good to me, it tickled all the right
management\/adventure spots that i like in this kind of games so i couldn't help but hope, hope that there was a chance that i
could play the game in english, since it had it as an option, after all.

Well the game has an interesting leveling system, i think, and a lot of things to do, certainly, but although you can play the game
in english it is hard to enjoy it when you have to guess what the heck its going on.

I am sure that the JP version is amazing, but it seems like the translation of this game was made by g**gle translate, really.

TL\/DR: Bad translation, english version not recommended.

. Not sure why people would make a fuss over the translation.
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